
CABLE & WIRE STRIPPING TOOLS
CT100 THERMAL STRIPPER

Designed to easily remove wire insulation thermally, without damaging the conductor. The ergonomic designed handle
fits nicely into the operators' hand. It can also be positioned in a mounted fixture on top of the power supply.

CT200 ADJUSTABLE WIRE STRIPPER
Wire Size 30AWG - to - 8AWG, Wire Type - strips solid or stranded wire, Teflon, PVC, nylon, rubber, neoprene, and most other jacket

or insulating compositions . (Our technical services department will strip your wire and send the samples back with a report for your
evaluation). Length of strip .0625" (1/16") to 1.125" (1-1/8")

CT-4 PNEUMATIC TOOL HOLDER
The CT4 Coastelmatic is a great low cost alternative to automatic crimping, stripping, and cutting machines. This one machine takes the
place of all three and will save you thousands of dollars. Not only is the CT4 Coastelmatic inexpensive and versatile, it is also easy to set up.
With a few minor adjustments the CT4 Coastelmatic can be set up to work most crimpers, strippers and cutters.

CT-6 COAXIAL CABLE TESTER
Hand-Held unit designed to test for open or shorts in BNC terminated coaxial cables.  The tester will also check for open, shorts or bad
cable for TNC or F type terminated cables.  The mini tester comes complete with terminators for BNC, TNC and F type, a 9V battery
and protective carrying pouch.

CT-7 WIRE & TUBING CUTTER
Cuts wire and tubing up to 1/4" (.250") to precise length.  Counter can be set up for 9999 pieces for wire or tubing to any length.

Has program and memory capability.  A low cost alternative for medium production requirements.

178-255 CRIMP DIE
Crimp Dies for 734A and 735A type telecommunications cable.  Dies will fit most  crimping tools, and precisely crimp all

major BNC Telco connectors

Coastel Cable Tools will design custom tools or
machines to meet your specific requirements.

Contact us by phone, fax, email or send us a sample of
the cable or wire you need stripped.

We will develop a solution
We can also provide solutions for your needs with any

of our engineered products and equipment.
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